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Abstract.
Physically-based models of surface water and energy balance processes typically require a large number of soil and vegetation parameters as inputs. Accurate specification of these parameters is often difficult without resorting to calibration of model predictions against independent observations. Along with streamflow observations from gauging stations, spaceborne surface radiometric temperature retrievals offer the only independent observation of land surface model output commonly available at regional spatial scales (i.e.
> 50
2 km 2 ). This analysis examines the potential benefits of incorporating spaceborne radiometric surface temperature retrievals and streamflow observations in a multi-objective calibration framework to accurately constrain regional-scale model evapotranspiration predictions. Results for the VIC (Variable Infiltration Capacity) model over the Southern Great Plains of the United
States suggest that multi-objective model calibration against radiometric skin temperatures and steamflow observations can reduce error in model monthly evapotranspiration predictions by up to 20% relative to single-objective model calibration against streamflow alone.
Introduction
Due to their increasing complexity, ambiguities surrounding parameter selection have emerged as a critical source of error for land surface model predictions of water and energy fluxes [Franks and Beven, 1997; Gupta et al., 1999; Houser et al., 2001] . These difficulties are often compounded by the need to apply land surface schemes over relatively coarse-grid cells (> 10 km) for continental-to global-scale applications.
For large-scale applications, obtaining an adequate spatial representation of parameter values through direct observation is almost always impractical. The most common alternative for large-scale simulations is the use of land surface classifications and lookup tables populated with parameter values taken from the literature. Soil hydraulic parameters for distributed hydrological modeling, for instance, are typically derived from empirical relationships between soil texture and hydraulic properties and maps of soil textural classification for a particular region. The significant amount of unexplained variability in these empirical relationships -combined with the spatial inadequacies of the soil texture maps themselves [Zhu, 2000] -make the approach approximate at best.
Parameter selection difficulties are often compounded by the presence of land surface heterogeneity at spatial scales finer than the proscribed model grid size. Some quantities such as surface albedo are measurable remotely, have a relatively clear physical meaning at the regional-scale, and are linearly related to model flux predictions. Consequently, effective grid-scale values can be obtained through simple averaging of observable subgrid-scale heterogeneity. However, many parameters lack a clear physical definition at the grid-cell in the presence of sub-grid-scale heterogeneity and require more complex aggregation strategies (e.g. surface roughness lengths [Klassen and Claussen, 1995] Evapotranspiration is typically both the largest component of the terrestrial water balance and the most difficult to measure directly. Consequently, it's accurate prediction is often a central goal of large-scale modeling efforts. Land surface models have generally focused on calibration against streamflow measurements to constrain evapotranspiration predictions. Neglecting variations in interannual soil water storage, calibration against streamflow ensures accurate prediction of annual evapotranspiration, but does not constrain seasonal partitioning between evapotranspiration and soil water storage. Because of its spatial attributes, remote sensing observations have attracted interest as a source of alternative (or complementary) calibration data for land surface models [Camillo et al., 1986; Burke et al., 1997] . Its close conceptual link to terms of the surface energy balance and widespread availability suggests that spaceborne surface radiometric temperature (T s ) retrievals in particular have some calibrational value for evapotranspiration predictions.
Recent work has examined the value of remote T s retrievals as a source of validation data for land surface models [Jin et al., 1997; Rhoads et al., 2001] and demonstrated the utility of T s observations within the context of land surface data assimilation systems [Lakshmi, 2000; Boni et al., 2001] . The goal of this paper is to clarify the potential for improving large-scale (> 50 2 -km 2 ) model predictions of evapotranspiration through calibration of a land surface model using remote surface radiometric temperature retrievals. Most centrally, it focuses on whether multi-objective model calibrations involving streamflow and radiometric surface temperature retrievals can outperform traditional single-objective model calibration using streamflow alone.
Multi-objective Calibration
Land surface models typically predict a range of land surface state (e.g. soil moisture and soil temperature) and flux (e.g. infiltration, runoff and evapotranspiration) variables.
Consequently, it is often advantageous to think of their calibration within a multi-objective framework. Multi-objective calibration is based on the minimization of a set of model performance criteria where each criterion corresponds to a different land surface variable.
In general, errors in forcing data, measurement uncertainties, and shortcomings in the physics of the models themselves will prevent a single set of parameters from optimizing all types of land surface model predictions. Instead, multi-objective optimization leads to a set of solutions which captures optimal trade-offs between various types of model predictions. and model predictions are given by f 1 (θ) and f 2 (θ). Figure 2a demonstrates a case where the parameter value required to minimize f 1 (labeled θ 1 ) provides a poor result for f 2 and vise versa for the minimizing parameter choice for f 2 (labeled θ 2 ). Between θ 1 and θ 2 in Figure 2a there exists a set of parameters for which it is possible to improve fit to one objective through adjustments to θ only at the expense of fit to another. Following Gupta et al. [1998] , this set of parameters solutions will be referred to as the Pareto set. Figure   2b shows the same case mapped in f 1 and f 2 fitness space. The curve shows f 1 (θ) and f 2 (θ) values associated with the adjustment of θ within it's feasible range. Bold portions of the trajectory represent results for adjustments of θ within the Pareto set (θ 1 < θ < θ 2 ).
Note that the member of the Pareto set that minimizes f 1 + f 2 (A on Figure 2b ) is distinct from parameter values that minimize either f 1 (B on Figure 2b ) or f 2 (C on Figure 2b) individually.
One method for approximating the Pareto set is to linearly collapse a vector containing multiple fitness criteria (F) into a single scalar criteria (G):
and then minimize G for a finite range of weighting choices in W Bastidas et al., 1999] . For the one-parameter/two-objective example in Figure 2 , F = {f 1 , f 2 } and W = {W 1 , W 2 } where W 1 and W 2 are positive real numbers that sum to one. Point A on Figure 2b corresponds to a weighting choice of W = {0.5, 0.5}, point B to W = {1, 0}, and point C to W = {0, 1}. Since it requires a separate optimization calculation for each weighting choice, (1) can be an inefficient method for obtaining the complete Pareto set ]. Potentially more efficient methods include the multi-objective complex evolution (MOCOM) algorithm introduced by Yapo et al. [1998] , and optimization algorithms based on genetic analogies [Kuczera, 1997; Seibert, 2000] .
All calibration techniques require the specification of a fitness criterion f to quantify the goodness-of-fit between model predictions (Z) and observations (X). For a series of n observations, the most common fitness criteria is the root mean squares error (RM SE): Following notation presented by Gupta et al. [1999] , the use of bracket { } notation surrounding model output variables is used here to signify calibration of those variables.
Results for single-objective calibration (e.g. {Z 1 }) consist of a single optimal parameter set. Multi-objective calibration ({Z 1 , ..., Z n } where n > 1) leads to a Pareto set of parameter solutions, each reflecting various choices for the weighting vector W in (1). Calibration results can also be evaluated in terms of their goodness-of-fit to observations. This is possible for cases of direct calibration (e.g. NRMSE for Z 1 given {Z 1 }) and cross-calibration where goodness-of-fit is evaluated for an observation type which is not calibrated against (e.g. NRMSE for Z 3 given {Z 1 , Z 2 }).
Procedure
The analysis was based on multi-objective calibration of the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) land surface model [Liang et al., 1994; Cherkauer et al., 1999] for instantaneous measurements (Lakshmi and Susskind, 2000) . Differences in monthlyaveraged T s values tend to be near 1 to 2 o K (see e.g. Drusch and Wood [2001] ) and comparisons over longer time periods suggest the presence of little or no retrieval bias in observations (Lakshmi and Susskind, 2000) .
GOES observations offer the possibility of surface radiometric temperature observations at a higher temporal frequency (hourly as opposed to daily) and finer spatial resolution dependently by each sensor, GOES tends to be more conservation and labels fewer days as being sufficiently cloud-free. Forcing monthly averages to be based on exactly the same set of observation times -determined to be cloud-free by both sensors -reduces the observed RMS difference to 2.4 o K.
VIC Model Set-up
Land surface modeling was based on the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model [Liang et al., 1994; Cherkauer et al., 1999] . The VIC model was designed to solve the surface water and energy balance over large grid-scales (typically > 10 km) based on observations of rainfall and incoming radiation. Partitioning of rainfall into infiltration and surface runoff is controlled by a variable infiltration capacity curve which implicitly represents sub-grid scale heterogeneity in the infiltrative capacity of the land surface. Vertical water movement occurs within four discrete soil layers through diffusion and drainage processes parameterized by user specified soil hydraulic parameters. Evapotranspiration is predicted using a Penman-Monteith calculation based on observed meteorology, vegetation leaf area index (LAI), and a stomatal conductance formulation which considers the impact of soil water stress. Based on this calculation of evapotranspiration and observations of incoming radiation, the surface energy balance is numerically solved on an hourly time step by iterating on surface temperature. The model has been successfully applied
to the United States Southern Great Plains region by a number of researchers (see e.g. Lohmann et al. [1998] or Abdulla et al. [1996] ) .
Hourly forcing data for VIC simulations were taken from the NLDAS retrospective forcing data set. Rainfall observations were derived from the use of NCAR Climate Prediction Center (CPC) rain gage measurements to bias correct 4-km WSR-88D Doppler radar-based precipitation estimates. Solar radiation forcing was based on the inversion of GOES visible imagery with a short-wave radiative transfer model. Required meteorological observations for VIC (e.g. wind speed, air temperature, relative humidity, and air pressure) were obtained from the NCEP Eta Data Assimilation System (EDAS) and used to estimate incoming longwave radiation. Complete processing details for the NLDAS retrospective data set can be found in Cosgrove et al. [2003] .
Forcing data were used to drive VIC predictions on an hourly time step in full energybalance mode. The hourly resolution of the simulations and forcing data was essential for facilitating direct comparisons between instantaneous satellite measurements of T s and model predictions at various points along the diurnal cycle. For each land cover component (bare soil, grassland, and winter wheat), VIC derived a surface temperature estimate by iteratively solving the surface energy balance. Surface temperature estimates for each land cover type were aggregated into a single surface radiometric temperature (T s ) through weighted averaging of surface temperature to the fourth power [Norman et al., 1995] :
where f i refers to the fractional extent of each land cover type. were also employed to relate parameters in Table 1 to additional VIC model parameters.
VIC Calibration Parameters
Soil sand (% sand -see Table 1 ) and clay percentages (% clay -see Table 1 ) were converted into soil hydraulic conductivity, pore size distribution parameter, bubbling pressure, and porosity values using single-variable regression relationships presented in Cosby et al.
[ 1984] . Soil quartz content was assumed equal to % sand and values of critical and wilting point soil moisture were derived from soil suction curves parameterized with pore size distribution indices and bubbling pressures derived from the Cosby et al. [1984] regression relationships. Based on land cover classifications of the region, vegetation cover within the study domain was classified as 85% grassland and 15% winter wheat fields. Areas with summer crop and forage land cover types were lumped with the grassland classification and small areas with tree and brush cover were neglected. The surface area of grass and winter wheat roots was assumed to decay exponentially with a folding length equal to the root density decay parameter (k −1 -see Table 1 ). This exponential relationship was integrated within the three soil layers (0-15 cm, 15-45 cm, and 45-145 cm) to give the fraction of root area in each soil layer. Typical monthly LAI cycles for both grass and winter fields were taken from field measurements [Verma and Berry, 1999] . These observed
annual cycles were rescaled such that their annual maximum (May for winter wheat and July for grasslands) was equal to the calibrated maximum LAI parameter (LAI max -see Table 1 ). Winter wheat fields were assumed to be fully vegetated between December and June and completely bare between July and November. In contrast, a constant fraction of the grassland fields (f veg -see Table 1 ) was specified to be bare soil. Except for the post-harvest conversion of winter wheat fields to bare soil, roughness lengths (z o -see Table 1 ) were assumed to be seasonally constant and equal for both grassland and winter wheat land covers types.
Due to computational constraints, simulations were run as a single grid-cell containing the entire study domain shown in Figure 1 were considered. All other VIC T s predictions were discarded. Automated calibration was performed with the Shuffled Complex Evolution algorithm developed at the University of Arizona (SCE-UA) [Duan et al., 1992] . Following (1), G was defined to be the weighted sum of normalized root mean square errors (NRMSE -see Section 2) in VIC model predictions relative to both surface temperature (T s ) and streamflow (Q) observations:
where the weights W Ts and W Q are positive and sum to unity. Using the SCE-UA algorithm, VIC parameters were optimized within the ranges specified in Table 1 to minimize G. The optimization procedure was repeated for a range of W Ts and W Q choices, and remote T s retrievals acquired from both TOVS and GOES, to approximate the Pareto set for multi-objective {Q, T s,GOES } and {Q, T s,TOVS } calibration. Members these Pareto sets were evaluated based on the accuracy of their cross-calibration E T predictions. In addition to the automated SCE-UA calibration, a Monte Carlo calibration method based on 100,000 random samples of the parameters listed in Table 1 was employed. Each random parameter value was independently sampled from uniform distributions bounded between the feasible parameter extremes listed in Table 1 and used to initiate a VIC model simulation which was evaluated in terms of the misfit between its predictions and observations of Q and T s . Instead of returning a single optimal parameter set, these simulations calculated T s and Q NRMSE fitness for a large number of randomly selected parameter sets.
Using (4), these parameter sets were then ranked for a range of W Ts and W Q combinations. Figure 4a describes results for the cross-calibration of VIC E T predictions using the SCE-UA algorithm and Q and T s observations described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The abscissa shows weighting values corresponding to W Ts and W Q in (4). As a result, the figure relates cross-calibrated E T model errors for a sample of parameter solutions within the Pareto set derived by {Q, T s } calibration. The goodness-of-fit criteria (i.e. F in (1)) is the NRMSE measure described in Section 2.
D R A F T

SCE-UA Algorithm Calibration
Single objective calibration results are located at the edges of the plots in Figure 4 . Previous calibration studies of VIC in the SGP region have noted that single-objective {Q} calibration produces good E T predictions on a average annual basis but may lead to seasonal errors [Abdulla et al., 1996] . The monthly time series of VIC E T results in Figure 5 for {Q} calibration are consistent with results in Abdulla et al. [1996] with the exception that VIC overestimation of E T occurs in the spring (as opposed to midwinter in Abdulla et al. [1996] ) and VIC underestimation in centered on late-summer (as opposed to fall). Seasonal E T biases occur because Q observations do not contain any information concerning the partitioning of P −Q into E T and changes in soil water storage.
{Q}, {T
However, comparison of VIC E T results for {Q} calibration to the best {Q, T s,GOES } calibration result (i.e. W T s,GOES = 0.75 and W Q = 0.25) demonstrates that multi-objective calibration incorporating T s observations makes about a 20% reduction in RMSE levels associated with {Q} calibration. Since T s levels generally rise as E T falls (and vise versa),
any seasonal E T bias should be associated with a opposing bias in VIC T s predictions.
Figures 5 suggests that this T s bias is remotely detectable using GOES and that a partial correction of seasonal VIC E T predictions is a by-product of calibrating model parameters to minimize both Q and T s error.
Reducing the calibration weighting for Q observations eventually lowers the accuracy of VIC Q predictions. However, Figure 4b demonstrates that decreasing Q weighting relative to T s observations significantly degrades Q predictions only for very low Q weights. At the minimum seen for GOES results in Figure 4a Table 1 and the random sampling procedure discussed in Section 3.4. Figure 6b plots E T and T s,GOES RMSE results for the "indistinguishable" Q responses that fall to the left of the line in Figure 6a . A statistically significant trend is observed which suggests that T s,GOES observations have the potential to sort previously indistinguishable parameter sets into ones exhibiting good E T responses from those that do not. The trend is a general property for all parameters sets exhibiting good Q fits and cannot be ascribed to an anomalous result for any single parameter set. potentially unrepresentative, optimal parameter set selected by the SCE-UA algorithm.
Monte Carlo Results
Results in
As in Figure 4 , no comparable advantages are observed for T s,TOVS observations.
The choice of 1% threshold defining "indistinguishable" is somewhat arbitrary, but results do not qualitatively changes for other thresholds. In addition to results presented in Figure 7 , a series of smaller Monte Carlo simulations (10,000 members) were run to gauge the impact of raising the threshold of cloud-free T s retrievals required to define a single domain-averaged T s retrieval (see Section 3.2). Doubling the required threshold (from 2 out of 6 pixels to 4 out of 6 pixels for TOVS and from 200 out of 640 pixels to 400 out of 640 pixels for GOES) produced results essentially identical to those shown in Figure 7 . In fact, results are stable up to the point where thresholds become too stringent to allow for more than a handful of usable retrievals in some months (6 out of 6 pixels for TOVS and ∼550 out of 640 pixels for GOES).
Parameter Results.
Monte Carlo results can also be evaluated in terms of the model parameters found to facilitate a good fit between VIC model predictions and various observation types.
Instead of returning a single "calibrated" parameter set, these results examine the range of parameter values that can be associated with good fits to various observation types.
Figure 8 displays box and whisker plots for the 1% of 100,000 randomly selected parameter sets with the lowest G in (4) for the relative weighting of Q and T s,GOES at the E T RMSE minimum in Figure 7 (W Q = 0.20 and W T s,GOES = 0.80). Also plotted are the 1% of randomly selected parameter sets exhibiting the best single-objective fit to E T and Q observations. The ordinate range for plots in Figure 8 corresponds to the maximum and minimum parameter values listed in Table 1 . Figure 8 is for calibration against different observation types to return substantially different parameter values. This is a common phenomenon in hydrologic modeling which reflects errors in observations as well as inherent structural shortcomings in a model's approximation of reality . Isolating the source, and impact, of these parameter differences is frequently an ambiguous process. However, a key difference between parameters associated with {Q} and {Q, T s,GOES } calibration appears to be the tendency for multi-objective {Q, T s,GOES } calibration to predict lower LAI max values and a sandier soil texture. High LAI values for {Q} calibration lead to excessively high springtime E T predictions and, consequently, more severe water limitations on E T later in the growing season. These water limitations are exacerbated by excessively clayey soils whose high wilting point further restricts late summer E T magnitudes. Seasonal biases in VIC E T predictions manifest themselves as excessively cool (warm) T s VIC predictions in spring (summer). The critical contribution of the T s,GOES observations within multi-objective {Q, T s,GOES } calibration appears to be detection of seasonal T s errors and the positive impact on E T predictions of correcting VIC T s values by lowering LAI max and % clay values while raising % sand . Unlike T s,GOES observations, multi-objective calibration incorporating TOVS T s observations (not shown) is unable to detect seasonal biases in VIC T s associated with poor E T predictions. Except for extremely low weighting of Q observations, multi-objective {Q, T s,TOVS } calibration yields parameters, and VIC E T predictions, that do not differ greatly from single-objective {Q} calibration.
Comparison of E T model predictions derived with randomly selected parameter sets to observations demonstrates that relatively well-defined parameter values can be associated with accurate E T predictions (see Figure 8) . However, there is significantly more spread
in parameter sets exhibiting good fits to Q observations. Beven [1993] coined the term "equifinality" is described the phenomenon of equally accurate model predictions arising from widely varying parameter choices. Multi-objective calibration using a weighted combination of Q and T s does little to reduce parameter equifinality relative to single objective {Q} calibration. Moving from {Q} to {Q, T s,GOES } calibration decreases the interquartile spread of parameters for only 3 out of 7 VIC parameters in Figure 8 . In addition, with the exception of LAI max and % clay (see discussion above), there is no trend of {Q, T s,GOES } calibration results becoming more consistent with {E T }-specified parameter ranges than {Q} calibration. Consequently, while the incorporation of T s,GOES into a multi-objective framework calibration allows for slightly improved E T predictions, it does not does lead to a consistent convergence of model parameters towards those found through {E T } calibration nor does it significantly alleviate parameter equifinality difficulties associated with single-objective {Q} calibration.
Discussion and Conclusions
Previous calibration studies using VIC have focused on obtaining baseflow, runoff, and soil parameters through single-objective calibration against streamflow observations [Abdulla et al., 1996; Nijssen et al., 2001] . Less emphasis has been placed on calibrating parameters related to vegetation and energy balance processes. Within the SGP region, relatively low runoff ratios (∼15%) and a pronounced seasonal cycle in soil moisture (see observations. Nevertheless, is it worth noting that improvements in E T associated with shifting calibrational weighting from Q to T s,GOES do not generally occur at the direct expense of Q accuracy (Figures 4b and 7b) .
In parameter space, Figure 8 suggests that relatively large ranges of parameters can be associated with acceptable {Q} fits. Direct {E T } calibration leads to more tightly constrained parameter ranges. One desirable quality in multi-objective {Q, T s } calibration would be an ability to focus relatively diffuse {Q} parameter results into ranges that more closely approximate {E T } calibration. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Calibration against both Q and T s,GOES does little to reduce apparent parameter equifinality problems associated with {Q} calibration. Therefore, despite the advantages in criteria space associated with the inclusion of T s,GOES observations, no clear advantageous could be identified in parameter space. This implies a complex response surface for E T where improved E T performance is not necessarily associated with convergence to parameter sets derived from direct {E T } calibration. ∆S (1 meter) 
